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NOTE
from: General Secretariat of the Council 
to: Delegations 
Subject: Summary record of the meeting of the European Parliament Committee on 

Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON), held in Brussels on 7 May 2013 

The meeting was chaired by Ms Bowles (ALDE, UK). 

1. Adoption of the agenda and Approval of minutes of meeting of 11 April 2013 

The agenda was adopted and the minutes were approved. 

2. Chair’s announcements 

Ms Bowles (ALDE, UK) announced that the exchange of views with Commissioner Barnier would 

be postponed until 27 May. 
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3. Exchange of views with Walter Radermacher, Director-General of Eurostat

 ECON/7/09392 

In his initial address, Mr Radermacher read the speech in Annex I in which he mentioned the 

Commission proposal being currently prepared for a Regulation on the provision and quality of 

statistics for the Macroeconomic Imbalances Procedure (MIP).  

In the debate that followed, Ms Bowles (ALDE, UK) advocated stronger powers for Eurostat. Mr 

Hoang Ngoc (S&D, FR) proposed a debate on budgetary indicators and in particular on structural 

deficit indicators which he considered essential in the context of macroeconomic governance. Mr 

Langen (EPP, DE) asked if national authorities were cooperating with Eurostat and how poverty 

was defined. Mr Giegold (Greens/EFA, DE) mentioned the debate on the availability of EU2020 

key indicators on renewable energies, CO2 emissions and poverty risk and called for a more user 

friendly Eurostat website. Furthermore he enquired on the collection of data regarding the social 

and solidarity economy as well as on the shadow economy. Ms Bowles (ALDE, UK) asked how 

should Member States treat liabilities. 

Mr Radermacher defended the participation of Eurostat in the debate on indicators and in particular 

in the conception of a structural deficit indicator to ensure the accuracy of the data. He referred to 

the existing 350 statistical Regulations which enforced cooperation between the National Statistical 

Institutes (NSIs) and Eurostat and stressed the compliance of Member States in general. He 

explained that the notion of poverty rate was calculated using national accounts and social statistics 

and taking into social transfers in accordance with international standards. He promised 

improvements in the Eurostat website within one year. He admitted that the distribution of 

environmental and social data was behind due to delays in the collection and treatment of 

information and assured the committee that Eurostat would deliver flash estimates on a selected 

number of indicators. He explained that Eurostat and Member States had agreed to extend the data 

set on deficit and debt with a number of off-balance sheet obligations such as public corporation 

liabilities, government guarantees, Member States' off-balance sheet obligations on public and 

private partnerships, non-performing loans and state participations in public corporations. He added 

this would soon be complemented with implicit pension liabilities through the new standard for 

national accounts (ESA 2010). He also noted that it was difficult to single out non-profit 

associations from the overall GDP figures.  
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Moreover, Mr Radermacher explained that Eurostat was discussing with Member States the 

inclusion of time-use surveys, which at present was not part of the ‘acquis’ of European statistical 

legislation, to calculate the size of this sector of activity, and that it had begun collecting data on the 

shadow economy. He also noted that there would not be any additional resources for the time being 

and that Eurostat would have to concentrate initially on the implementation of the ESA 2010 tool 

kit.

*** Voting time ***

4. Gender balance in the financial services sector 

ECON/7/11678 2013/2521(RSP) 
 Adoption of motion for a resolution 

The motion for a resolution was approved, with 32 votes in favour, 1 against and 2 abstentions. 

*** End of vote *** 

5. Union programme to support specific activities in the field of financial reporting and 
auditing for the period of 2014-2020

 ECON/7/11560 2012/0364(COD) 
 Rapporteur: Mr Theodor Dumitru Stolojan (EPP) 
 Consideration of draft report 

In his introductory remarks, Mr Stlojan (EPP, RO) listed the main amendments to the report which  

called for convergence towards global accounting standards, for each annual European Commission 

work programme to be based on a concise analysis of the previous programme, for the issuance of a 

Commission  report in March 2014 on the improvement of both the European Financial Reporting 

Advisory Group’s (EFRAG) and the Accounting Regulatory Committee’s (ARC) governance, for 

an evaluation of the International Accounting Standards (ISS) Regulation in October 2014, which 

should take into account the work of the Commission’s special adviser (Mr Maystadt), and for the 

issuance of a report in June 2019 on the achievements of the programme. Other amendments 

recommended the monitoring of the diversification of funding sources of the Public Interest 

Oversight Board (PIOB) and for all financial envelopes in the Commission proposal to remain 

indicative until the final agreement on the Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF) for the period 

2014-2020. Furthermore Mr Stolojan believed that the Commission should not have delegated acts 

on the selection or replacement of beneficiaries of the European co-financing programme. 
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In the subsequent debate, all speakers regretted the fact that the Special Adviser's report,  the review 

of the IAS Regulation and the work on the International Accounting Standard Board’s (IASB) did 

not coincide with discussions on the funding program. Mr Sánchez Presedo (S&D, ES), on behalf 

of Mr El Khadraoui (S&D, BE), proposed improving the report through the clarification of

EFRAG’s and IASB's roles and mandates. He also stated that these two organisations required some 

structural reforms in order to benefit from European funding. Mr Klinz (ALDE, DE) considered the 

report too general and suggested having the Commission’s reviews and reports in 2013 instead of 

2014.

Mr Giegold (Greens/EFA, DE) proposed inviting EFRAG’s chairman and the IASB’s president for 

an exchange of views. Mr Eppink (ECR, UK), on behalf of Mr Kamall (ECR, UK), suggested a full 

debate to see which model was more desirable (European or American). He believed accounting 

standards had become too confusing and opaque and as a result proposed extending Mr Maystadt's 

mandate to include a fundamental review of accounting standards and having a new round of stress 

tests.

The Commission representative admitted that there was a problem of timing regarding the financial 

envelope. Nevertheless she called for the swift approval of the financial framework to ensure the 

functioning of EFRAG and the IFRS since the European funding represented a significant share of 

both institutions' budgets. She informed the committee that the Commission would soon launch an 

evaluation on the content of the IAS Regulation scheduled  for completion in 2014. 

Mr Stolojan pointed out that the Council would not endorse any financial envelope until the 

approval of the Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF). He thought the main challenge consisted 

in maintaining the right balance between influencing the accounting setters and ensuring their 

independence. He agreed with suggestions to delay the deadline for amendments to include the 

conclusions of Mr Maystadt's report.  

Deadline for amendments: 10 June 2013. Consideration of amendments: 17 June 2013. Vote in 

ECON: 8 July 2013. Vote in plenary: October 2013. 
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6. Amendment of Regulation (EC) No 994/98 on the application of Articles 92 and 93 of the 
Treaty establishing the EC to certain categories of horizontal State aid and Regulation (EC) 
No 1370/2007 on public passenger transport services by rail and by road 

and

 Amendment of Regulation (EC) No 659/1999 laying down detailed rules for the 
application of Article 93 of the EC Treaty

 ECON/7/11473 2012/0344(NLE) and ECON/7/11480 2012/0342(NLE) 
 Rapporteur: Mr Herbert Dorfmann (EPP) and Ms Sirpa Pietikäinen (EPP) 
 Consideration of amendments 

In their opening remarks, both Mr Dorfmann (EPP, IT) and Ms Pietikäinen (EPP, FI) underlined the 

overall consensus among political groups which included a greater involvement of the European 

Parliament (EP) in the decision-making process. Mr Dorfmann listed some of the issues in the 

compromise draft proposal such as state aid exemptions based on EU2020 political objectives and 

specific arrangements for amateur sport. He noted that some MEPs had suggested exempting certain 

areas from the proposal such as energy security, social education, and the training of young athletes 

for professional sport. Ms Pietikäinen underscored the overall agreement with the Commission's 

proposal to improve the effectiveness of the state aid control and to enable the Commission to focus 

on important cases. Moreover amendments concerned the correlation (proportionality) between the 

magnitude of fines and penalties and the size and nature of the addressee, the application of fines by 

the Commission in cases where the relevant information had been omitted, and retaining the rights 

of third-parties and individual citizens to file complaints.  

In the debate that followed, Mr Cuta  (S&D, RO) agreed with Mr Dorfmann to keep the EP 

competences as regards article 9 and with Ms Pietikäinen to strengthen the role of the Commission, 

particularly in the field of sanctions. Mr Eppink (ECR, BE) supported a more streamlined and 

targeted approach but warned against exempting too many economic activities from the scrutiny of 

competition authorities or to exclude those capable of contributing to a viable regime. He called for 

some restraint to limit the possibility for individual citizens to file complaints. He also opposed 

automatic exemption from notification requirements for state aid support of projects and 

programmes co-financed by the EU since it did not guarantee automatic compliance with state aid 

rules.

Vote in ECON: 6 June 2013. Vote in plenary: July 2013.
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7. Exchange of views with Jeroen Dijsselbloem, President of the Eurogroup, on financial 
assistance to Cyprus

 ECON/7/12576 

In opening address President Dijsselbloem read the speech in Annex II in which he set out the 
background and history leading to the adjustment programme. He underlined the truly exceptional 
circumstances in Cyprus that had led to the assistance request and in particular the disproportionate 
size of the Cypriot financial sector compared with GDP, excessive risk taking and the serious 
imbalance nature of the Cypriot economy. He explained that the country specific measures were 
designed to provide a long term solution to return Cyprus to sustainable economic growth and to 
address the systemic risk to the euro area, and noted that part of the cost of restructuring two of 
Cyprus' larger banks would be borne by the investors that had benefited from the risks taken. 
He also underlined the efforts of the Cypriot authorities to undertake fiscal consolidation and 
structural reforms to foster competitiveness and growth. He told the committee that the 
macroeconomic adjustment programme for Cyprus worth EUR 10 billion had been finalized by all 
those involved in the negotiations and that the first disbursement from the European Stability 
Mechanism (ESM) would take place in the current month adding that the loans had been set at a 
level that would enable Cyprus to repay them. 
More generally, he stressed that the Cypriot crisis underscored the need to press ahead with the 
banking union to strengthen bank supervision, to deliver a genuine integrated crisis resolution tool 
box, and to swiftly implement bank capital requirements and a Single Supervisory Mechanism 
(SSM). He highlighted the need for a European approach on banking resolution with a clear 
hierarchy of claims and noted that the Commission would present proposals for a single resolution 
mechanism by June 2013, pointing out that financial stability was an essential condition for growth 
and jobs. 
In addition, and in response to some written questions put forward by the ECON committee, he 
stressed that the Russian loan in the autumn of 2011 had prevented Cyprus from going into an 
adjustment programme at an earlier stage and noted that both the Russian and Cypriot governments 
had reached an agreement to defer the payment of the Russian loan by two years and to reduce the 
interest rates from 4.5% to 2.5%. He explained that capital restrictions in Cyprus were within the 
legal framework of the treaties and the single market and would be monitored and removed 
gradually. He declined to comment on the actions of the National Bank of Cyprus and pointed out 
that the Cypriot financial crisis had very little impact in the European banking sector and that 
contamination of the Greek banking sector had been avoided. 
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In the subsequent exchange of views, MEPs focused their interventions on the management of the 
Cypriot crisis and on the damage to the EU's credibility caused by the Eurogroup's  communication 
strategy (Mr Gauzès (EPP, FR) and Ms Goulard (ALDE, FR)), on the adequateness of the Cypriot 
adjustment programme (Mr Giegold (Greens/EFA, DE)), on the restrictions on capital movements 
and potential distortive effects to the Single Maket (Mr Domenici S&D, IT), on the validity of the 
austerity measures pursued by the EU (Mr Eppink (ECR, BE)), on the need for transparency and 
scrutiny of the Eurogroup's decision-making process (Mr Giegold (Greens/EFA, DE) and Mr 
Bullmann (S&D, DE)), on compensation calls for Cyprus because of the write downs of Greek debt 
(Mr Klute (GUE/NGL, DE)), on the safeguard of under EUR 100 000 deposits (Mr Martin (NI, 
AT)), on the distortive effects of market fragmentation on access to credit (Mr Zalba Bidegain 
(EPP, ES))

In response, Mr Dijsselbloem said he considered the Cypriot adjustment programme as adequate 
and inevitable due to a badly run financial sector. He underlined the unanimous agreement by all 
those involved in the negotiations of the Cypriot adjustment programme which he noted had not 
undermined the deposit guarantee system in the EU. He mentioned both the Troika's and the IMF's 
belief in the viability of the adjustment programme and the sustainability of the Cypriot economy 
and rejected compensation calls due to the Greek hair cut. He reiterated the need to complete the 
banking union which he thought could have prevented to a great extent the financial crisis in Cyprus 
and considered capital restrictions in Cyprus unfortunate but necessary to prevent the spreading of 
the crisis. 
He reaffirmed the intergovernmental decision-making nature of the Eurogroup and refused to 
comment on the internal workings. He expressed the Eurogroup's willingness to be scrutinized both 
at European and national level and dismissed claims that the community method would have been 
more effective in resolving  the Cypriot crisis.  
More generally, he considered it essential to secure balanced budgets, to pursue structural reforms 
and to deal with the financial sector in order to restore competitiveness, provide stability, foster 
growth and jobs and secure the welfare system. He underscored the principle of equal treatment of 
all countries under adjustment programmes but conceded that in practice each situation required a 
tailor-made approach. He stressed the principle of debt sustainability and accepted that adjustment 
programmes might need to be eased due to specific circumstances. He agreed with remarks made 
about the fragmentation of financial markets and unequal access to credit which he thought could be 
resolved through the completion of the banking union.
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He also declined to comment on the Financial Transaction Tax as head of the Eurogroup since it 

was not part of the Eurogroup's remit, stating nevertheless as Finance Minister of the Netherlands 

that his government opposed the FTT in its current form and that the proceedings should be solely 

distributed at national level. He didn't oppose a 'transfer union' and considered that the EU was 

drawing the appropriate conclusions from the financial crisis and moving in the right direction in 

legislative terms.   

The chair, Ms Bowles (ALDE, UK), informed the committee that the next exchange of views with 

the President of the Eurogroup was scheduled to take place on 5 September 2013. 

8. Exchange of views with Mr. Algirdas Šemeta, Commissioner for Taxation and Customs 
Union, Audit and Anti-Fraud

 ECON/7/00333 

In his initial address, Commissioner Šemeta read the speech in Annex III in which he called for 

decisive action and stronger coordination at European level.

In the subsequent debate, MEPs queried Mr Šemeta on the Commission's ability to get quick results 

(Mr Gauzès (EPP, FR)), on the feasibility of  introducing the Financial Transaction Tax (FTT) 

before the 2014 European elections (Ms Podimata (S&D,EL)), on the FTT collection scheme (Ms 

Ford (ECR, UK)) on the reduction of tax fraud and the possibility of adopting a single VAT rate 

(Mr Klinz (ALDE, DE)), on the Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB) and the 

option to fast track the Parent-Subsidiary and Interests and Payment Royalties Directives (Mr 

Lamberts -Greens/EFA, BE)), on the supervision of the Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF) (Mr Chountis 

(GUE/NGL, EL)), on the need for an adequate definition of tax havens (Ms Kleva Kekuš (S&D, 

SI)), and on tougher rules and sanctions on tax fraud (Ms Essayah (EPP, FI)) 

In response Commissioner Šemeta expressed optimism about reaching an agreement during the 

Irish Presidency since some of the most reluctant Member States seemed to be shifting their 

position. He called for a strong commitment from heads of state and/or government and reassured 

the committee that there was strong unity among the 11 Member States that were committed to 

enhanced cooperation on the FTT. He also underscored the technical and legal robustness of the 

Commission's proposal which he believed prevented circumvention, and downplayed the United 

Kingdom's legal challenge on the issuance principle.  
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Mr Šemeta explained that tax collection was solely under the remit of participating countries and 
referred to the European framework of mutual assistance and cooperation on tax matters. He 
mentioned the Commission proposal on the quick reaction mechanism to address tax fraud which he 
thought could represent a major breakthrough if adopted. He viewed the European Semester as a 
tool  to formulate recommendations to Member States to improve tax collection and promised to 
present proposals on the range of VAT rates by the end of 2013. He insisted on Member States 
adopting the Commission recommendations on profit shifting, aggressive tax planning and tax 
havens. He noted that the Commission would present by the autumn proposals on the CCCTB and 
on  the Parent-Subsidiary and Interests and Payment Royalties Directives to address mismatches 
and anti-abuse rules. He underlined OLAF 's independent nature and mentioned the existence of a 
supervisory committee within OLAF that dealt with its investigative work as well as the 
Commission's pending reform on OLAF due to be soon voted in the EP. He expressed sympathy on 
the issue of  the revocation of banking licences in explicit cases of tax fraud and tax avoidance 
assistance and considered reasonable to further examine the scope of the tax haven definition and 
the black listing of uncooperative jurisdictions. Moreover, he pointed out that the Commission was 
in favour of the disclosure of beneficial ownership and of a coordinated approach on the 
introduction of the reverse charge mechanism.  

9. Framework for the recovery and resolution of credit institutions and investment firms 
and amendment of Council Directives 77/91/EEC and 82/891/EC, Directives 2001/24/EC, 
2002/47/EC, 2004/25/EC, 2005/56/EC, 2007/36/EC and 2011/35/EC and Regulation (EU) No 
1093/2010

 ECON/7/09808 2012/0150(COD) 
 Rapporteur: Mr Gunnar Hökmark (EPP) 
 Consideration of amendments 

All speakers reiterated most of the views1 expressed in earlier meetings. Mr Hökmark (EPP, SE) 

stressed the need to ensure a high degree of legal and operational clarity in a crisis situation.

In the debate that followed all speakers were confident about a positive outcome. Most agreed with 

the need to have the proposal implemented and operational before 2018. Mr Lamberts 

(Greens/EFA, BE) proposed June 2016.  

1 See 7433/12 page 2, 5742/13 page 8, 15946/12 page 5 and 14222/12 page 8.
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Nevertheless some issues remained controversial. Ms Ferreira (S&D, PT) outlined some topics 

which in her opinion remained unresolved: the role of the European Banking Authority (EBA), the 

conditionality of public intervention and the resolution toolbox. Mr Klinz (ALDE, DE) suggested 

discussing again the formulation on the use of government tools, defining 'bail-inable' deposits as 

those above EUR 100 000, differentiating derivatives, disregarding the use of deposit guarantee 

schemes in the current report, and excluding state owned as well as state guaranteed special credit 

institutions from resolution funds. Ms Ford (ECR, UK) recommended further discussions on 

funding, the use of levies, home and host language and triggers.

Vote in ECON: 20 May  2013.

10. Date of next meeting  

The next meeting will be held in Brussels on 20 May 2013.  

________________
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ANNEX I   

Speech by Mr Radermacher, Director-General of Eurostat, 
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ANNEX II   

Speech by Mr Dijsselbloem, President of the Eurogroup, 
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ANNEX III   

Speech by Mr Šemeta, Commissioner for Taxation and Customs Union, Audit and Anti-
Fraud,
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_____________________




